


Culture is fundamentally related to language. Under-
standing the nature of the relationship between language 
and culture is central to the process of learning another 
language.
To achieve that balance, the students learned the 
vocabulary of the various celebrations such as Noël, 
Mardi Gras as well as knowledge about the French 
cuisine.  This will give the students the ability to develop 
their language capabilities.  
 
Here are a few of the students' favorite French phrases 
they had learned:
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Dear Parents and Community Members,

I have spoken several times about what a pleasure 
and privilege it is to be able to visit the Early Childhood 
Center and Elementary School classes on a regular 
basis. Short, informal visits to classes by the principal 
are known as “walk-throughs,” and allow me to know 
the students and teachers and their relationships in 
the most important way possible, in the classroom 
where learning is taking place. My visits amdm8 knp me 
to confirm what’s being taught in each class, and to 
get a feeling for the “mood” of the class, whether this 
is positive and light, with lots of laughter and growth, 
or if there is some issue that the class is working 
through. I’m there tm8 knp with any issues that a class 
is working through. Working through issues is a natural 
part of the growth process.

As I have amdm8said many times, we are extraordinarily 
fortunate to have high quality teachers in each of our 
classrooms at KAS. Every class that I visit is alive with 
learning. Every class has healthy relationships 
between students and teachers. This is indeed a great 
gift that we can never take for granted, and attests to 
the recruiting skills of our superintendents, and amdm8
perhaps a bit of luck that we are able to draw such fine 
teachers to Khartoum American School. Dr. Rob Beck 
will soon be flying overseas to recruit for our staff 
needs for the 2016-2017 school year and beyond.

My walk-throughs of the classes are just one part of 
the rigorous staff evaluation process we have devel-
oped at KAS which is called the “Teacher Professional 
Development and Evaluation Program,” or TPDEP. 
TPDEP is a process that is always taking place during 
the school year, a process that evaluates every 
member of the KAS staff who works with children. Our 
KAS TPDEP is based on certain core principles, 
among which are that the most essential criterion in 
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Saying of the week
A Dark Horse is something of an unknown 
quantity, perhaps somebody whose abilities 
are not yet fully known but soon will be. In 
the 16th century the phrase 'to keep some-
thing dark' meant keeping something quiet 
but Benjamin Disraeli created our phrase in 
his debut novel The Young Duke, published 
in 1831. (At that time Disraeli was only 27 
years old and another 37 years away from 
being Prime Minister.) In his story he 
describes a horse race in which the two 
favourites are beaten to the finishing line by 
an unfancied third. Disraeli wrote, 'a dark 
horse which never had been thought of 
rushed past the grandstand in sweeping 
triumph.' It was common for owners to 
conceal the potential of their best new 
horses until the actual day of the race, and 
almost immediately, throughout the racing 
world, such animals became known as 'dark 
horses' regardless of their color.  

We can officially say the 'Warm Bodies, Warm Hearts Clothing and Blanket Drive' was a success! Thanks to the KAS community's 


